
Actively participate in our project teams in
restructuring and M&A projects in the office and
with the customer
Execute operational tasks in the form of
assessments of the economic situation
(analyses of P&L, balance sheet, and cash flow)
of our client’s businesses
Conduct market, competitive, and customer
analyses as well as research activities
Formulate valuations of companies and prepare
transaction documents in both German and
English.

You are looking forward to:

You would like to start your professional career as a consultant. Within the scope of our challenging
projects, you will assist our project managers in solving a wide array of tasks for our clients. In the
process we lay an emphasis on internal and external training.

CONSULTANT

NUE MUC LEJ STR

Concentro Management AG

Headquarters
Hugo-Junkers-Straße 9
D-90411 Nürnberg
www.concentro.de

To strengthen our team, we are looking for committed university graduates

(m/f/d) for our MUNICH, LEIPZIG and NUREMBERG offices at the earliest

possible date or later.

 

We are looking forward
to receiving your
application via E-Mail:

Concentro Management AG
Doris Hofbauer
Hugo-Junkers-Straße 9
D-90411 Nürnberg

E-Mail:
hofbauer@concentro.de

Phone:
 +49 911 58058-308

Successfully completed studies, preferably in
business administration or a comparable course
of study
Strong numerical skills and experience in dealing
with key business indicators
High degree of analytical skills and strong
problem-solving capabilities
Very good English language skills
Proficiency in MS Office applications, especially
Excel and PowerPoint
Team orientation and communication skills
High level of motivation and flexibility. 

What we offer:

Who we are:

What you bring to the role:

Concentro Management AG is a medium-
sized consulting firm focussed on the pillars
of transaction, transparency, and
turnaround.
With 30 employees at locations spanning
across Nuremberg, Munich, Stuttgart, and
Leipzig, Concentro works with a focus on
implementation and success-orientation.
Our goal is to create individualized
consulting services to generate added value
for our customers.

Exciting projects in a challenging field of
business activity
Independent assumption of areas of
responsibility
Flat and flexible organization with a
pronounced employee orientation
Open corporate communication in a highly
motivated team
Great opportunities for further professional
career development
Individual training and development series.

(m/f/d)
 


